We designed and constructed a special instrument to enable the determination of the stellar's spin orientation. The Differential image rotator for Stellar Spin Orientation, DeSSpOt, allows the simultaneous observations of two anti-parallel orientations of the star on the spectrum. On a high resolutionéchelle spectrum, the stellar rotation causes a slight line tilt visible in the spatial direction which is comparable to a rotation curve. We developed a new method, which exploits the variations in these tilts, to estimate the absolute position angle of the rotation axis. The line tilt is retrieved by a spectroastrometric extraction of the spectrum. In order to validate the method, we observed spectroscopic binaries with known orbital parameters. The determination of the orbital position angle is equivalent to the determination of the stellar position angle, but is easier to to detect. DeSSpOt was successfully implemented on the high resolution Coudé spectrograph of the Thüringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg. The observations of Capella led to the determination of the orbital position angle. Our value of 37.2
INTRODUCTION
Orientation of the rotation axis is unknown for most stars. Absolute position and inclination angles have been measured only for a handful of stars. The first method proposed for the determination of these parameters relied on Differential Speckle Interferometry, 1 and was successfully applied to Aldebaran in 1995. 2 However the observations, made with a single aperture, lacked in signal to noise due to the short exposure, which made this technique effective only for the brightest stars. Differential Speckle interferometry evolved in the last decade into long baseline interferometry. The improvements both in instrumentation and theory have made it possible to image the shape of some stars. The measurements of the oblateness for Altair, 3 Achenar, 4 Vega 5 or Alderamin 6 permitted the determination of inclination and position angle of the spin axis. However, interferometric observations require to simultaneous use of several telescopes.
Spectro-astrometry is an alternative approach for probing structures in the milliarsecond scale, i.e. below the diffraction limit of the telescope. The method relies on the conservation of the spatial information along the slit direction, and can be used with any long slit oréchelle-spectrograph. By measuring the wavelength dependence of the position with respect to the photocentre along the spectrum, any asymmetries in the spectral energy distribution of the source can be followed down to the milliarcsecond scale on the resulting position spectrum. The latter outlines structures which are displaced from the continuum along this one direction. In order to constrain their shape or position, it is necessary to probe several directions thus to take several exposures with different slit orientations, or to rotate the image of the source on the slit. The method has been already successfully applied to the determination of jets, 7 separation of binaries, 8 and position of stellar spots. 9 In this paper we explain in §2 how a spectro-astrometric analysis of anéchelle-spectrum from a star permits the determination of the position angle. Then we describe in §3 the adequate instrumentation DeSSpOt and the first light results. Finally, in §4 we conclude with the realisation of a DeSSpOt-spectrograph for an use at Hamburg Observatory. 
THE METHOD
In this section we use the conventions of Fig 1a: the star rotates counter-clockwise, it is projected on the slit, and φ is the relative angle between the slit's spatial axis and the star's spin axis. Furthermore, the star is no longer assumed to be a point source but has an extended size below the diffraction limit of the telescope. As a result, the effects of the stellar rotation are stretched in the spatial and spectral directions of the spectrum. The two dimensional Doppler broadening function, which takes into account the stellar's spin orientation and the stellar size on the slit, has the form of an elongated and slanted ellipse as illustrated on Fig 1b. The semi major axis is the wavelength shift, expressed here in velocities, caused by the stellar rotation, while the semi minor axis is the apparent angular size of the star R star . The tilt angle γ of the ellipse is given by:
where V rot is the stellar rotational velocity, and λ the wavelength. In the observed spectrum all the lines are tilted. However the seeing, acting like a blurring function, degrades the spatial information. Consequently, the larger the star, in other words the larger the semi minor axis of the ellipse, the clearer the line tilt remains in the spectrum. Therefore, the best stellar candidates have large apparent diameter and many narrow absorption lines.
(a) Notations (b) 2D broadening function Figure 1 : Left: Conventions adopted in this paper: X,Y are the slit coordinates along the spectral and spatial direction respectively. φ is the relative angle between the slit spatial axis and the stellar rotation axis. Right: The 2D broadening function calculated, for a star with 30 mas angular size, from the total wavelength shift for each point (X,Y) and implemented into the Limb-darkening function I c /I o = 1 − + cos θ.
The spectro-astrometric signature, obtained by fitting the barycentre of the order at each pixel, is a shift from the continuum on the position spectrum correlated with the line tilt as illustrated in Fig 2. While the shape of the signal remains similar, the amplitude of the signal is correlated to the contrast of the line. In addition, the signal is a function of sinφ and is inverted for φ greater than 180
• when the line's inclination changes. By monitoring the amplitude variation of the signal and its inversion point, we deduce the position angle of the star. In order to do so, the star has to be observed under different orientations to probe different angles φ.
In order to identify in the position spectrum the seeing component from the stellar component in the signal, we are compelled to capture simultaneously two spectra with anti-parallel orientations. Accordingly, we developed an instrument, the Differential image rotator for Stellar Spin Orientation, hereafter DeSSpOt, to fulfil this requirement. The expected amplitude of the signal is in the sub-pixel range, between 1-5% of a pixel depending on the stellar parameters and the spectrograph's characteristics. At this scale, the detection is sensitive to every external error source. We identify the two possible main error sources in the position spectrum which could influence the signal:
• Astigmatism in the spectrograph and instrumental artefacts. The former causes a signal for all lines in the position spectrum equivalent to the rotation signal. On the opposite, artefacts generate local distortions. Both are assumed to vary on large time-scale, and to remain constant during an observation run. As a result their signals in the position spectrum is also constant during the night, and can be cancelled out by subtracting position spectra of anti-parallel orientations.
• Seeing leads to rapid changes in the point spread function of the star on the slit. It disturbs the line shape or even induce false signal on the position spectrum. Due to the short time-scale of seeing, typically around 10 ms, two consecutive exposures are no longer directly comparable. As a result the subtraction of anti-parallel position spectra is ineffective as long as the images are taken in succession.
3. DESSPOT
Instrumental requirements
DeSSpOt shall be inserted on existing spectrographs. This results in a set of constraints on the instrument for a smooth use of both DeSSpOt and spectrograph. We identify three types of requirements and constraints on the instrument. These types are respectively of geometrical, optical, and mechanical nature. We resume in Table 1 the main requirements and constraints for the instrument.
The optical axis and the aperture ratio of the telescope must be preserved at DeSSpOt 's output. By keeping the optical axis, the exiting beam hits both slit and spectrograph's collimator. The conservation of the aperture ratio assures a perfect illumination of the collimator, thus the full performance of the spectrograph while limiting light losses. The grating of the spectrograph is fully used for high resolution spectra. Therefore, the two beams from DeSSpOt are in the same pupil field. The separation and recombination of the beams has to fulfil this constraint and also limit the light losses and the global size. The insertion of the instrument shall also not displace the position of the pupil field configuration inside the spectrograph.
The geometrical constraint, which is the most critical of the instrument, and the need to rotate the beam by 180
• , have lead us to search for an alternative to the multiple mirrors solution. 10 Indeed the latter limits the light losses, but it requires at least three mirrors which have to be adjusted very precisely. Therefore, it does not fulfil the size and mechanical requirements. Contrary to this are Dove prisms, which have an increasing use in astronomy as natural beam rotator. They rotate the image by twice their own rotation angle.
Optical layout and concept
The function of DeSSpOt is to image two anti-parallel orientations of the star on the slit. Fibre-fed spectrographs are not suited because they do not conserve the spatial information. Hence, DeSSpOt has to be inserted between the telescope output and the entrance of the spectrograph. The concept is to separate the incoming light from the telescope into two beams of which one is rotated by 180
• , and to recombine them to focus on the slit. Two spectra are captured by the detector during one exposure.
The instrument is built after the layout in Fig 3. The incoming light from the telescope is separated according to linear polarization. Two small right corner prisms are cemented on the output faces of the beamsplitter. They redirect the light perpendicularly to the output direction. One beam is deviated by 90
• with an adjustable aluminium mirror. Each beam is then sent towards one of the Dove prism, which are rotated respectively by 180
• and 90
• , in order to keep an identical optical path lengths for both channels. The size of the Dove prisms is kept as small as allowed by the beam diameter. Finally the beams are directed towards a second polarisation beamsplitter for recombination. The total path length is less than 200 mm and would barely influence the position of the pupil plane in most spectrographs. The separation and recombination of the beams by polarisation is preferred to an intensity separation. The recombination in intensity mode would either result in excessive light losses in one channel or in additional optics to fully use the light of both channels. In addition, stellar light being mainly unpolarised, the intensity of the s-and p-polarised beams are Table 2 : Properties of Dove prisms in the above materials. The transmission rates are similar for p-polarised light. They are calculated with the optical analysis programme ZEMAX. similar as long as the telescope does not induce itself large polarisation. Adjustable mirror mounts correct for the deviations of the prisms, and perform the alignment of the beam on the slit.
The Dove prisms are optimised for collimated beams. However the image quality is barely affected by using slightly converging beams, e.g. a F/46 aperture ratio. The Dove prisms are made of CaF 2 with a base angle of 45
• and a side height of 10 mm. The length of the Dove prism is dictated by its side height, the base angle and the material. 11 The lengths calculated for the previous prism's size at different materials are presented on Table 2 . Finally the material choice is the outcome of the error analysis of the prism described in the following section.
Analysis of the Dove prisms
The Dove prisms are the key elements of the DeSSpOt instrument. Effects of manufacturing errors are investigated here. We analyse the characteristics of the prisms for three potential materials with decreasing refractive index and Abbe number: N-BK7, CaF 2 and LiF. The tolerances for the base angles are at the most 3 arcmin. Small divergences in the value of the base angles lead to a vertical deviation of the beam. Similarly, the pyramidal error, 12 resulting from non-orthogonality between the reflecting and the side plane of the prism, causes a horizontal deviation of the beam. The global deviation is then defined by δ In addition, we investigate how the prism tolerances influence the diffraction of the output beam. The dispersion angle is more pronounced for large base angle errors, e.g. the increasing errors plotted in Fig 5a. Moreover, the dispersion angle is in the same order of magnitude than the atmospheric dispersion angle, see Fig 5b. Dispersion of the beam in the spatial direction causes a shift in the position of the continuum in the position spectrum. On the contrary, dispersion in spectral direction leads to variations in the incoming angle of the grating, which in turn cause changes in the wavelength solution of the spectrum. The latter effect is minimal and does not influence the resolution of the spectra. The Coudé-spectrograph of the Thüringer Landessternwarte, hereafter the TLS-spectrograph, is a high resolutionéchelle-spectrograph with peak resolution of 67 000 in the visible. It is mainly used for RV exoplanet search. It is built after a white pupil design. The light from the telescope, with an aperture ratio of F/46, is collimated to a beam with 150 mm diameter. It is diffracted by anéchelle-grating, with a blaze angle of 65 • . The cross dispersion is carried out by a grism. There are three standard grisms which provide, respectively, a coverage in the blue, in the visible and in the near infrared. Finally the spectrum is formed on a 2k x 2k CCD detector. The two pixel resolution of 67 000 is reached with a slit width of 0.52 arcsec. In the visible channel, the distance between two adjacent orders is at least 34 pixel with a limited slit length. In order to avoid an overlap of the orders in the red when observing with DeSSpOt, we used an additional grism to assure a larger separation of the orders. Its maximum efficiency is reached at the blaze wavelength of 560 nm. The resulting inter-order separation was increased to 53 pixel with full prism length. The new wavelength coverage extended from 420 nm to 650 nm.
A prototype of DeSSpOt was implemented on the TLS-spectrograph. The only available location to insert DeSSpOt in front of the slit was instead of the position of the iodine cell. The available space at this location is only 120 mm in the optical direction. Two fold mirrors were added in order to keep the optical axis, see Fig 6. The insertion of DeSSpOt in the light path resulted in a shift of the focus of 4 mm, which was easily compensated with the telescope.
Observations and results
The observation targets were mostly super giants and spectroscopic binaries. Their signal is equivalent to the signal of a single star. In addition, their separation being larger than a star diameter, and their individual velocity being higher than the rotation velocity of a star without causing line broadening, the amplitude of their signal is bigger and easier to detect. They are observed in order to verify the method and to validate the instrumentation. We present here the results for Capella. Capella is a system whose components are both giant stars, with similar magnitude and with moderate rotational velocities (4.5 kms −1 and 35 kms −1 for the A and B components 14 ). The orbit is well defined 15 and the position angle of the system, i.e. the position angle of the ascending node Ω, was determined with high accuracy.
Capella was observed in four runs spread over two nights. We used the natural field rotation of the Coudé modus to probe the stars under different orientation. The projected position angle of the slit is given by P A slit = 151
• + δ − τ , where δ is the stellar declination and τ its hour angle. We spanned the observations three hours apart each night till the slit position angle had changed by 90
• . The probed orientations are resumed in Table 3 . The maximum signal is expected when the slit is perpendicular to the system's position angle, which was almost achieved during the runs 2 and 4. 
167.659
• Table 3 : The probed angles during the four observation runs, and the position angle of the Capella system.
A first glance on the images shows that for both orientations line position and intensity are similar, see Fig 6b. The preparation of the images, e.g flatflield and scatter light corrections, is done with IRAF. The intensity spectra are extracted by collapsing the orders along the slit direction, then Marsh algorithm 16 is applied for a correct estimation of the errors. Finally the intensity spectra are normalised to unity. The signal to noise ratio in these spectra is around 200. For the extraction of the position spectra, we wrote a program package which takes particular care of the correction of pixellation effects caused by the orders curvatures on the detector.
The signal of the line tilt is a shift of around 1-5 % of a pixel in the position spectrum. Detecting it requires that this signal is measured with relatively low noise levels. This can not be achieved with a single line. Thus we proceed to the cross-correlation analysis between the intensity and the position spectrum. The cross-correlation functions of each orientation are then subtracted, i.e. the function from the 0
• orientation is subtracted from the function of the 180 • orientation. This differential function is to remain constant if no signal is expected. This procedure is repeated separately for the telluric and stellar lines. As illustrated in Fig 7 the differential cross-correlation function for the telluric lines is approximatively constant during one observation run. On the first and third run, the function for the stellar lines follows smoothly the trend of the function for the telluric lines. On the contrary, there are clear divergences between both functions in run 2 and 4. This coincides with the slit position with expected maximal signal. We then determine the orbital position angle of Capella. The data is fitted with a sine curve of amplitude unity corresponding to the sinφ dependency of the line tilt. The least square solution for the phase yields 37.15
• ± 5.25
• which is in agreement with the current value 15 for the position angle: 40.421
• . This validates the instrumentation and the method for binary stars. With a dedicated spectrograph, we expect to reach the precision to determine the stellar spin position angle.
THE DESSPOT-SPECTROGRAPH

Requirements
Both DeSSpOt instruments shall be tested on the 1.2-m telescope of the Hamburg Observatory. The Oskar-Lühning Telescope, hereafter the OLT, has a Cassegrain output. The instruments shall be attached to the output, thus the spectrograph has to combine lightweight and compactness. We decide to use standard components whenever possible to construct the DeSSpOt-spectrograph, which reduces the cost to an acceptably level for a prototype. The DeSSpOt-spectrograph, hereafter DeSSpOtS, shall reach a resolution high enough to resolve the intrinsic stellar line width. Our main targets are red super giants whose rotational velocities span over less than 1.5 kms −1 to 35 kms −1 . In practice, stars with excessive macro-turbulences are discarded since it strongly affects the line widths. Therefore the needed resolution is evaluated around 50 000. The resolution of the spectrograph is given by
where L is the used length of the grating, θ B the blaze angle, d slit the slit width and F/# the incoming aperture ratio of the telescope. With the compactness limitation and the given aperture ratio of the telescope, the only current option we have, to reach the needed resolution, is to scale down the slit width to 22.8 µm. The spectrograph would have a limiting magnitude of around 4, which still includes most of the targeted red super giants. In addition, the wavelength range spans from 460 nm to 700 nm, those limits are given by DeSSpOt. The spectrograph is set for the red part of this range. Finally, DeSSpOtS being a multi-channel spectrograph, the orders have to be separated accordingly. A minimal separation of 10 pixel between two channels on the detector is required to avoid the order overlap and enable the background determination. Moreover, we want to keep open the possibility of extending the number of channels in DeSSpOt.
Optical Design of DeSSpOtS
DeSSpOtS layout, as seen on Fig 8, is based on the proven white-pupil design which allows to reduce effectively the stray light in the system. The outgoing beam of the OLT is focused on the slit. Since the slit width has to be at most 22.8 µm in order to fulfil the requirements, we choose a fixed slit's width of 20 µm which matches a field of view of 0.27 arcsec in the sky. The light is collimated by an off-axis parabolic mirror with an effective focal length of 279. is then sent back toward the first collimator. After passing collimator 1 the light is mirrored by a D-shaped fold mirror and collimated by the collimator 2, which is similar to the first one. The cross-disperser is a reflection grating with 588 lines/mm chosen as to reach the required large order separation. Finally the beam is focused by an achromatic lens doublet with a focal length of 200 mm to image theéchelle-spectrum on the detector. We use an interline CCD from Apogee type ALTA U4000 with a 2k x 2k chip and a pixel size of 7.4µm. By taking the optimal size of 2 pixel per spectral element, the field of view of one pixel is 0.135 arcsec/pix. Furthermore the length of the order at 600 nm is displayed on 1914 pixel whereas the order at 650 nm is displayed on 2074 pixel. Hence the length of the spectrum in the observed wavelength range fits well to the detector. The complete set-up, including the telescope, DeSSpOt and its spectrograph is simulated with Zemax, a ray-tracing program, to investigate the performance of the spectrograph. The following simulation example is done for the Littrow case, i.e. for the order 54 at 629.1 nm and the order 53 at 641.18 nm. The simulated spot diagram of the input focal plane at the entrance of the slit is depicted in Fig 9a. Each of the two channels consists of three spots where the central spot represents the optical axis of the OLT. The two outer spots delimit the width of a channel when imaging a 3 arcsec large star. The latter value corresponds to the average seeing conditions in Hamburg. The total width of an input channel is then estimated to 400 µm and the separation between the central spots of the channels to 760 µm. The spot diagram of the output on the detector plane is depicted in Fig 9b. The width of a channel is imaged on 300 µm (41 pixel). The order separation is 1500 µm (202 pixel). As a result, ten complete orders are displayed on the detector. The channels within one order are separated by 36 pixel which is large enough for accurate background determination. In addition, there is enough space left for observations under inferior seeing conditions. The whole DeSSpOt-spectrograph is constructed on an ultra light optical breadboard with a size of 450 x 600 mm 2 and a weight of about 8 kg. As shown in Fig 10 most of the components in the spectrograph are assembled with an optical post holder system but theéchelle-grating and the detector. Theéchelle-grating is mounted on a rotary stage to be able to control the tiny tilt of the grating along the upright axis and on a goniometer that allows us to tilt the grating around the horizontal axis to adjust the blaze angle. The detector holder as well as some parts of the other holders are custom-made parts because there are no suitable standard components available. Altogether, the spectrograph will weight around 20 kg.
First test results
The spectrograph is currently tested in the laboratory without DeSSpOt . In this chapter the current imaging quality is discussed on the basis of the first test results. The spectrograph is calibrated with a neon lamp. As illustrated on top of the Fig 11a, the neon emission line presents a certain blurring and distortion. This is identified as a consequence of the non-perfect adjustment of the off-axis parabolic mirrors. In addition, the middle of the neon line is obscured despite the homogeneous illumination of the entrance slit. This pattern is present in the entire spectrum, for whatever illumination, as depicted in the flat field cut-out in the middle of Fig 11a. A magnified image of the slit at the bottom of Fig 11a shows that it has unclean edges with a large jag in the middle leading to a strong diminution of the slit width. The profile of the neon line, presented in Fig 11, is much larger than the 2 pixel requirement for one spectral element. This broadening, as well as the bump on the right side of the line around pixel number 960, is mostly caused by astigmatism.
We also captured a spectrum of the sun by transporting the light to the laboratory by a fibre. The signal to noise achieved in the spectrum peaks at 150. The H α line is imaged in the order 52, corresponding to the 8 th order on the detector, as seen in Fig 12. In addition, we identify some FeI, SiI and CaI lines. In its current configuration, the DeSSpOt-spectrograph is already able to resolve several useful absorption lines for stellar spin determination. An analysis of the spatial component of the spectrum will show if this configuration of DeSSpOtS is sufficient. Therefore further tests with direct feeding of the spectrograph are required.
CONCLUSION
We have successfully implemented the differential image rotator DeSSpOt to the Coudé-spectrograph at the Thüringer Landessternwarte. With our observations of Capella, we found a orbital position angle of 37.15
• in agreement with the value found in the literature. As such the method for the determination of stellar position angle is verified. We also presented the primary design of the DeSSpOt-spectrograph, dedicated to DeSSpOt for applications at Hamburg Observatory.
